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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE SEASONAIJLATITUDINAL VARIATIONS
OF ATOMIC OXYGEN AND NITRIC OXIDE IN THE LOWER THERMOSPHERE AND MESOSPHERE
D. Rees and T. I. Fulle_-Rowell
Degarunent of Physics and Asuonomy, Universivy College London
Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, Um_d Kingdom
•A 2-DIJeanslonal zonally-averaged thermospheric model and the global UCL thermospheric model
have been used to investigate the seasonal, solar acclvity and Saomagnetic vartatlon of
agomic oxygen and nitric oxide. The 2-Dimensional model includes detailed oxysen and
nitrogen chemistry, wlth approprleta complaclon of tha energy equation, by adding the
thermal Infrared cooling by [0] and [NO]. This solution includes solar end auroral
production of odd nitrogen compounds and metastabla species. This model has been used for
three investigations: flratly, to study the interactions between atmospheric dynemlcs and
minor spacles transport and density, secondly, to examlne the seasonal variations of atomic
oxygen and nitric oxlda within the upper meeosphere and thermosphere and their response co
solar and geomagnetic activity variations; thirdly, to study the factor of 7 - 8 peak nitric
oxide density increase as solar FI0,7 cm flux Increa,et from ?0 to 240 reported from the
Solar Mesospherlc Explorer. Auroral production of IN0] is shown to be the dominant source
at high latitudes, generating peek [NOJ densities a factor of i0 sreater than typical number
densities at lay latitudes, At lay latitudes, the predicted variation of the peak (NO}
density, near 110 k=, with the solar ¥10.7 cm flux Is rather smaller then is observed. This
is most likely due to an overastlmata of the soft X-ray flux at low solar activity, for
times of extremely lay sunspot nuatber, as occurred in June 1986. As observed on pressure
levels, the variation of [0] density is small. The global circulation during aolsclce and
periods of elevated geomagnetic activity causes depletion of [0] in regions of upwelling,
end enhancements in regions of dovnwelllng.
II_RODUCTIOM0
This paper provides • brief review of some two and three-dlmenslonsl model studies of the
inter-relatlonshlps between tha major end minor species of the lower thermosphere and upper
maeoephere, Several timely quesclone are addressed by the model s Lwulatlona. The dace from
the Solar Mesospherlc Explorer (SME /1/) show a factor of about 7 - 8 variation of peak low-
latitude number density as the solar P10.7 ca flux Increases from 70 to 240 units, compared
vlth a variation of approximately a factor of h found in previous nv_erlcel studies /2/,
The degree of posalble varleblllry o_ atomic oxygen n_ber densities In the lover
thermosphere and upper mesosphora cons/arena v£th major meteorological, seasonal and
Saomegneclc variablllty of the atmosphere is also of interest. Previous studies (for
example a special issue of Planetary and Space Science, 1988) have sho_m up to a faucet of
at least 100 variability in the density _f ato_tc oxygen at and below the peak density of
the species, normally observed around 105 km.
ATOMIC OXYGEN AND NITRIC OXIDE: KEY MINOR CONSTITUENTS.
A¢omlc oxygen Is created by the photodlseocieclon of molecular oxygen within the
thermospherl. Having approximately half oh* molecular mass of 02 and N2. Its scale helsht
is double chat of 02 and N 2 for the same temperature. Since recombination is very slow ac
middle and upper thermospheric densities and collision rates and if diffusive equilibrium
preva£1s0 [O] becomes the major constituent above around 150 km /3,4,5,6/. Given the long
recombination time, the species can be transported globally by mean winds. W'hen large-scale
upvelling and advection occurs, particularly at solstice, end also associated with the
intense large-scale heating during geomagnetic storm,, diffusive equ£1tbrlul no longer fully
controls the vertical profiles of [O] s.d iN2, O2]. Under such conditions /7,8/, the
process lmown ee wind-driven diffusion may cause large relative departures o_ _ndiv_duai
light or heavy species from diffusive equillbrlma, although hydrostatic equillbri_u_ will
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19910018330 2020-03-19T16:35:12+00:00Z
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still be generally observed. _slatlwe to density values which would be expected for the
epproprlsts kinetic temperature, N 2 is strongly enhanced in regions of persistent upvelLing
and outflow, where atomic oxygen i8 strongly depleted, In regions of persistent convergence
&nd do_mveLllnS, the converse 18 true. The major direct consequences are an excess of
molecular nitrogen at the emmet pole. particularly at teases of hlgh geomagnetic activity.
while the winter pole Cat quiet times) and winter mid-latitudes (under more disturbed
conditions) contains the highest densities of atomic oxygen end helium.
Those perturbations of minor species density extend to Lover thermosphere altitudes, end
vlod-drlven dlffuelon is one significent cause of varlebiZity of 8tomlc oxygen in the Lower
che_sphere, Eddy dlffuelon can also cause vertlcsl transport of minor species, and can
change the vertical profile of atomlc oxygen and other minor constituents /8/.
Nltrlc Oxide is primarily created through the reaction of the atomic nlcrogen species N(2D)
end N(dS) with molecular oxygen /3.9/. N(2D) and N(S) are produced by auroral dissociation
/10/, by phorodissoclAtion /11/ and various ion chemical reactions involving N2 + /12/.
Although nitric oxide Is chemically end radletively active, its chemical lifsrlme in the
lower 'thermosphere is Long enough for wind transport to be 5Jpo_tant, Its diffusion into
the mesoaphere is also important, and Lt has been shown /13/ that in the winter polar
stratosphere, ic also has a Long effective lifetime in non-sunllt regions. Increased
production, st times of hlgh solar actlvity, or essoclated vlth enhanced auroral production
during geomagnetic storms, may create very Large Lower thermospheric densities of {NO_.
Given enhanced vertical transport due to turbulence, this may result in Large [NO] densities
in the mesosphere and even in the upper stratosphere at winter high-latitudes, where there
is no solar photodesrruction of nltrtc oxide. There ere a number of major consequences of
such enhancements, affecting the chemical end radiative balance of the mesosphere end
thermosphere, end properties of the ionosphere.
THE NUMERICAL NODEL.
The three-dimensional atmospheric model has been well-descrlbed in a number of papers,
including PuILer-Rowell end Kees /1_.15/ and Fuller-Rowell et el /16/. The zonally-averaged
model evolved from the nested grid model of Fuller-Kowell /17/ end is further described in
Rams and FuLler-RoveLl /8/,
The seasonal, Latitudinal and solar activity variations of atomic oxygen density wlll be
considered, as will the response to variable geomagnetic forcing at high geomagnetic
latitude. Large-scale Hadley-type cLrculatlon cells are generated within the thermosphere,
closing in the upper mesosphere, as the result of the solar diurnal heating variation, the
seasonal / hemispheric asymmetry of solar heating, and due to geomagnetic heating, usually
st high Latitudes. These large-scale circulation systems force a partial breakdown of
diffusive equilibrium as the result of the combination of vertical convection and horizontal
advectlon. The full 3-dimensional global coupled ionosphere - thermosphere UCL model will
be used for these simulations /14,15.16/.
A second series of simulations uses the zonally-averaged 2-dlmensional model. Nitric oxide
and other 'odd nitrogen' compounds are included as minor species. With this model, it i5
possible to examine, in addition, the seasonal, latitudlnaL, solar activity and geomagnetic
res_nee of [NO]. It is also possible co evaluate the transport end thermal effects of
varleble eddy turbulence within the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere, The model
takes into account the thermal rediatlon from nitric oxide, which has very important effects
on the thermal balance, and consequences for the mean circulation,
The two-dlmensional, zonally-averaged model of the thermosphere solves the non-Linear
energy, momentum, continuity and three-constltuent composition equation self-consistently
end selma-dependently, The flnlte-dlfference grid covers the latitude range from the north
_o the south geographic pole in steps of 5° latitude, and the seventeen pressure levels, one
scale height spare, cover altitudes from 70km to approximately 500km. depending on solar
activity. The model has been adapted from the hlgh-resolution, nested-grld model of PuLler-
Rovell /17/, which contains s complete description of the numerical procedure, the set of
equations, boundary conditions end paremeterlsetlon required to slmulste the thermospheric
neutral wind. temperature and density. The same paper also describes the photochemistry,
end the dissociation and recomblneclon rate constants included in the computation of the
mass mixing ratio of the major species of atomic oxygen, and of molecular nitrogen and
oxygen.
A further ad_ltlon has been made to the model to include the production, loss end transport
of N('D), N(S). and NO (Nitric Oxide). The evolution of the concentrations of these minor
species are computed self-consistently in parallel with the development of the structure,
dynamics end energy budget of the major species. The creation of nitric oxide occurs through
the odd-nitrogen chemistry primarily through the reactions of N(LD) end NC4 S) with molecular
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oxygen. The NCID) and N(_S) are produced by ion chemical reactions involving N2 T. and by
direct dlssocla_ion of N 2 by auroral particles /10/ or solar rsdiatlon /ll/. The odd-
nitrogen chemistry° branching ratios, and rate coefficients, included In the model are as
described in Roble ec al /2/.
All three production eource_ of atomic nitrogen are included In the zonally averaged model.
The sources of N(D) end N('S) chrouRh the ion chenlcal reactions are evaluated vlthin the
UCL-Sheffield coupled thantosphera-ionosphcre nodal, The reference spectra appropriate for
high end low solar activity, together with the ionisation frequencies of the u_Jor species,
are taken from Tort at al /18/. The solar production function thus produced is used wlthLn
the zonally averaged code, where aoluclon of the odd nlcrogsn chemistry and transport
proceeds in parallel with that of the dynamics, energy budget and composition of the major
species.
The particle precipitation source is derived from the TIKOS/NOAA satellite dace /19/ and is
used to describe the hash-latitude auroral heating rate, ionlz&tlon rate, and molecular
nitrogen dissociation /lO/, self-consistently within the model. The direct particle heating
acts in addltlon to the Joule disalpetlon which together modify the global clrculaclon
pattern. The circulation, which transports and sixes the ma_or species end Is described
fully in Fullar-Rowell /17/. •l=o acts as a source of transport to the minor species. The
dlatrlbutlon of nitric oxide, as a strong radiative cooler /9/, has a strong Influence on
the lstltudlnal temperature gradient, and on the global mean thermospheric temperature as
has been shown by Roble end Emery /20/, The letlcudlnel distrlbutlon of temperature and NO,
and the global circulation pattern, is a highly coupled and Interactlng system of variables,
The auroral precIpltstlon also produces lonlzation whlch enhances the Ion densltlos •boys
th0 quiet background levels described by Chlu /21/. This •ddltlonal source of ionization has
been included, where the auroral enhancement is assumed to be in chemical equilibrium, and
is added to the background solar-produced values of Chiu /21/ by the square root of the sum
of the squares. This is • Less sophistic•ted approach than is used tn the 3-D fully-coupled
ionosphere - thermosphere model, but produces an overall result which is adequate for the
purposes of these 2-D simulations, where ve are not yec concerned with the details of the
ionospheric predictions,
RESULTS OF TH_ SIMULATIONS.
Global distributions wlth seasonal, latltudlnal and geomagnetic variations.
Figure i shows the global distributions of temperature, mean molecular mass. atomic oxygen
density and molecular nitrogen density at pressure level 7 _125 kn) of the UCL three-
dlmenslonil, tlme-dependent model (E-Region. approximately 125 k_). The seasonal /
latltudlnsi varlatlon Of atomic oxygen density shows a very distinct nlnlmu_ at the sununet
pole, and • max/m_m at the wlnter pole. For moderately active solar (FL0 7 " 185), and
qulee geomagnetic activity condl[lons, there is a factor', of more than 2 varlet ion of E-
region atomic oxygen density from global mlnLmum to global maximum. This simulation
includes the effect of lower atmosphere rides introduced via Lower boundary forcing /22/.
Figure 2 shows the globai dlstrlbutions of temperature, mean noletuler mass, atomic oxygen
density and molecular nitrogen density at pressure level 12 of the UCL three-dimension01.
tlme-dependent model (F-Regio,_, approximately 320 k_). There i= a very large seasonal /
letltudlnal variation of ecomlc oxygen density. The minimum oxygen density is st the summer
pole. however, the _Ixlmum values ere displaced from the winter pole, cowards hlgh minter
mld-lscitudes, as a result of high-latltude energy input. This simulation is for moderately
active solar (Flo.7 - 185), and moderately disturbed geomagnetic activity conditions (Kp -
3). Atomic oxygen number denslty varies by more than a factor of 6 from global minimum co
global max_um, consistent with empirical model results /16/.
Figure 3 shows the global distributions of temperature, mean molecular mass. aComlc oxygen
density and molecular nitrogen density at pressure level 7 of the UCL three-dlmenslonal,
time-dependent model (E-Region, approximately 125 km) taken from the same simulation as chat
shown in Figure 2. Ic shows chat a similar, If somewhat smaller seasonal / latitudinal
variation of atomic oxygen density occurs at the lower altitudes. The minimum oxygen
density is again at the summer pole and, as ec F-raglan altitudes, the maximum values are
displaced from the winter pole, towards hlgh winter mld-latltudes, as a result of high-
latitude energy input. There is a surprisingly large vsrlaClon of atomic oxygen density
from global mtninmn co global maximum, about a factor of 5, result/mE from the seasonal
ea_maacry of molar insolation, combined with the high-latitude geomaRnetic energy input.
This factor of 5 atomic oxygen density variation &t_125 }us altitude greatly exceeds the
latIcudlnal / seasonal total density varletlon._ It iS necessary tO
recall that the u=aJority of species density profiles are measured with sole reference to
gaomacrlc altitude, and no reference to pressure level or to total geS density.
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Latitudinal distributions for equinox end variations with solar and geomagnetic activity.
Figure 4 shows variations of st_aosphsrlo structure and composition as • function of altitude
end lati_Jda simulated using the two-dimensional, riBs-dependant model. Fans1 A shows the
density distributions Of atomic oxygen, nitric oxide, molecular oxygen end molecular
nltzogen. Panel B shows Temperature. Mer£dlonal and vsrtlcel neutral mind. end mean
molecular mass. Panel C displays nitric oxide density distrib_tion from 100 to 160 rue. for
compor£sou with the results obtained from SHE /1/. The conditions depicted ere equinox, low
molar (F10.7 ca - 80) and low geomagnetic (Kp - 1) activity. Th0ro is a week latitudinal
variation of atomic oxygen density, caused by the high-latitude geomagnetic energy inputs,
Nitric oxide density is structured by two peaks, one at lay-latitudes, due to solar
prod_crion, and the other in the auroral oval, resulting from auroral pertlole dissocletlon.
Figure 5 shows variations of atmospheric structure and composition as I function of altitude
and _it£tude i/Jruleted using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The displays are as
for Figure 4. The conditions simulated are Lay solar (F10.7 cm - 80) end moderate
geoRagnetlc activity (Kp - 3). at equinox. There is nOV a |Lall 18tltudlnsl vlrlatLon of
atomic oxygen density, vlth decreased density in regions of increased hlgh-latltude
gaoma'gnstlc energy inputs. The major feature in nitric oxide density is the enhanced high-
latitude peaks, resulting from Increased auroral production. There is a ratio of about 4:1
b*tveen low-lstlcude and high latitude values of nitric oxide.
Figure 6 shove variations of atmospheric structure and composition as i function of altitude
and letltude simulated using the two-dimensional, tlme-dependent model/ The displays ere as
for Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are low solar (FI0.7 cm - 80) and high
geomagnetic activity (Kp -5), at equinox. The latitudinal vitiation is further enhanced.
Atonlc oxygen is further depleted, and molecular nitrogen further enhanced, In those regions
which correspond to the enhanced auroral energy and particle inputs. Nitric oxide densities
vary by an order of magnitude from low to high latitudes. The broad latitude extension of
elevated nitric oxide dsnsltles correspond mainly to the extended regions of energetic
particle precipitation described by the atatistical models of energetic electron
precipitation. Marked changes of nltric oxide extend to the lower altitude limits (?0 km)
of the model, while significant changes of atomic oxygen density extend below 86 km. These
low-altitude disturbances are primarily due to intense geomagnetic energy inputs within the
auroral oval,
Figure 7 shows variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude
end latitude sL_ulated using the two-dlmenslonal, tlme-dependent model. The displays ere as
for Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are high solar actlvtty (FIo.7 cm - 200),
and low geomagnetic activity (Xp - 2) at equinox. There are considerable enhancements of
soleculsr nitrogen, molecular oxygen and nitric oxide densities and a marked decrease of
atomic oxygen density within both auroral ovals. At th_s high level of solar activity, the
low letltude values of nitric oxide density are considerably Increased. by about a factor of
4. compared with those for low solar activity (FI0.7 cm - BD). This factor Is smaller than
the factor of 7 - 8 reported for the sane range of solar activity by Berth /I/. This
apparent discrepancy will be dlsoussed in the followlng section. Even at high solar
activity, the low latitude values remain below the peak auroral oval values, except for very
quiet geomagnetic Condltlons, Kp - I or lower. This indicates that except for prolonged
perlods of Keoaagnetlc qulet during periods of high solar radio and UV / EUV fluxes, high
latitude peaks, corresponding to enhanced auroral production, will still be a dlstincttve
feature of the global dLscribution of nLtric oxide.
Latitudinal distributions for solstice,
Figure 8 shows varlations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of sltltude
and latitude simulated using the two-dlmenslonal, tlme-dependent model. The displays are as
for Figure 4. The conditions which are slmulsted are moderately high solar activity (FI0.7
cn - 150), and low geomagnetic activity (Kp - 2) at the December solstice. A significant
seasonal / latitudinal asymmetry develops in the distribution of all constituents. There is
8 large summer high latitude enhancement of molecular nitrogen and of nitric oxide, end
depletlon of atomic oxygen. For nitric oxide, there Is approxlzaJtely a lector of 50
sumlaer high latitude enhancement, the combination of solar end auroral production. For
atomic oxygen end molecular nitrogen, the behaviour in the sum_er end vlntsr hemlsphetes is
qults opposite, due to the influence of 81abel. pole to pole circulation. For nlttlc oxide,
there is still an enhancement in the winter auroral oval, as well as the rather larger
enhancement in the summer auroral oval.
Atomic oxygen in the upper thermosphere shows large seasonal / latitudinal variations in
response to asymmetric solar insolation, Such verlatlons have been well knov'n for many
years, and have nov been successfully simulated by thsoretlcal and numerlcal modelling.
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Figure 4. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude, simulated using the UCL two-dimensional, time-dependent model. Panel A
shows the density distributions of atomic oxygen, nitric oxide, molecular oxygen and
molecular nitrogen. Panel B shows temperature, meridional and vertical neutral wind, and
mean molecular mass. The conditions depicted are equinox, low solar (F10.7 cm = 80) and
low geomagnetic activity (Kp = 1). Panel C depicts the distribution of nitric oxide between
100 and 160 km, for direct comparison with the data from SME.
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Figure 5. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions simulated are low solar (F10.7 cm -- 80) and moderate
geomagnetic activity (Kp = 3) at equinox.
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Figure 6. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are low solar (FI0.7 cm = 80) and
moderately high geomagnetic activity (Kp = 5) at equinox.
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latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent moCel, the display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions which are simulated are high solar (F10.7 cm = 200) and low
geomagnetic activity (Kp = 2) at equinox.
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Figure 8. Variations of atmospheric structure and composition as a function of altitude and
latitude simulated using the two-dimensional, time-dependent model. The display is as for
Figure 4. The conditions depicted are moderately high solar activity (F10.7 cm = t50) and
low geomagnetic activity (Kp = 2) at the December solstice.
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Vlnd-dr_ven diffusion /23/ caused by systematic upvellLn$ over the summer pole. dovnvelltn 8
near the v_nter pole. with an interconnecting mean mer£dional flay of the order of 50 m/set.
psr¢ly overcoles diffusive equilibrium within the thermosphere. This causes the enhancement
of heeY_ steele And iolecular species relative to light atomic species in the summer polar
region and the converse in the region of dovnwelling near the winter pole.
At higher levels of geomagnetic activity, the wind-driven diffusion process is enhanced.
causing a further enrichment of heavy and uoleculer spacles in the summer geomagnetic polar
cap, where the strongest combined solar end geomagnetic heating occurs. At such tines, the
lat£tudlnal varle_ione of the atomlc oxyaen mixing ratio in the upper therBosphere become
both larger end more compleXo partlcularly ac the solscice. Using coupled ionosphere -
thermosphere models, the structures observed during major disturbances can be reasonably
veil e/Jeuleced, end related to the locally-enhanced heating end upvelllng caused, in the
polar regions, by enhanced ion-neutral coupling (ion drag / frictional / Joule heatlng)
resulting from the enhancement of E-region plasma densities by particle precipitation.
Under disturbed geo_gnetlc conditions st solstice, there can be • factor of I0 isclcude
variation In atomic oxygen concentration ac the same F-region alclcude (300 km). Eveu ac E-
region altitudes (around 125 ks), • factor of 5 vsrlarion can occur. In bach cases,
minlatm [O| values are within the summer geomagnetic polar cap. while maximum [O] values are
at hlgh veneer mld-laClcudes, equecorwerd of the auroral oval.
It is clear from the figures that the dominant influence on global (HO] production ls from
the auroral dissociation of H 2 at hlgh la_Itudes. For all but the most quiet geomagnetic
conditions, the high latitude peak NO number density is considerably grea_er than values
observed at equatorial latitudes. At low latitudes, however, a large variation over the
solar cycle has been observed /L/. This is i direct result Of the solar cycle-related flux
increase in the wavelength range up to 100 am.
The solar production of H(2D) and (N4S). the precursors of |He], occurs primarily through
the ion chemical reactions, particularly H2 + wl_h neutral oxygen. ^ small additional source
hal also been identified by Rlchards et _1 /1_. namely the predlssocietion of N 2 In the
wavelength range 80 - I00 r_. The peak |NO] density, near I0_ km, ls strongly controlled st
low latitudes by the strength of the solar ionising flux able to penetrate to these levels.
The wavelength region of most interest therefore, is the 1 - 14 nm soft X-ray flux.
The presen_ simulations have used the solar fltLxes and Ionisation frequencies of the major
species described by Tort et el /18/. The reference spectr_tm for Lay solar activity ls from
rocket-borne measurements in April 1976, when the FI0.7 cm radio flux van about 70 units.
For high solar ectlvlry, the period in June 1979 was used, when the FlO,7 cu flux was Ln
excess of In0 units. Using these reference spectra co define the range of solar fi_x in the
Bodel, the peak lov-latitude [NO}denslty around ll0 k= varied from 0.8 * 106 ¢m-3 et low
solar activity, to 3 * 106 cm-3 at high solar activity. The [NO} values differ from the
observations of Berth /1/ over the last solar cycle. He reported l variation of i factor of
7 - 8 for the ratio of peak equecorlat the] from high re lovaolar acClvlty. The only
fundamental di//erence rich the present results is chat the model appears co underestimate
the minimum values by a factor of 2. and hence underestimates the ra_lo of equatorial {NO}
density from high to Low solar activity.
?oe b_st plsuslble explanation is that the so£t X-ray flux yes actually lover during rhe
Last solar cycle minimum in June 1986, than in the April L974 mlnLnua period, when d/recc
solar EUV radiance measurements were available. Although the F10 7 ca radio flux yes
elnilsr during the two periods, the sunspot numbers differed considerably. In April 1974.
the sunspot number via h0, In 1986, the minimum value yes I during June. end the 1986
average only L4, In view of the strong correlation of the E-region critical frequency rich
the Zurich sunspot number, i direct relationship between [NO} density end _he soft X-ray
flux appears the most llkely explsnaclon. The FI0.7 ca radio Index is thus not a
particularly good indicator of |NO} equatorial denslty, end sn index related co sunspot
number might provide a better key for prediction.
Ve lumve previously shown /8/ that increased eddy turbulence causes enhanced downward
transport of nitric oxlde from the upper thermosphere to the mesosphere. The number density
of nitric oxide Is increased In the lover therBoephere, at the mesopeuJe, and In the upper
meeoephere by more than a factor o_ l0 by enhanced values of eddy tuxbulence (vlthln
published values),
The dominant consequence of the enhanced downward ctanspor_ of nltrLc oxide is strong
mesopeuee cooling in the vicinity of the xegton of enhanced eddy diffUSlOu coe_Iclenc. The
cooling is due to lncreeeed I.E. radiation from regions of elevated nitric oxide density.
There _S a change in the mean merldlonel vlnd end flay cowards regions of increased eddy
turbulence, which causes a complex sequence of inter-related effects.
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Zf eddy turbulence is increased 8ysteleticelly on a large stele, for a period of several
days, meeompharic nitric oxide densities Increase. This causme, via increased radiative
cooling, neaopauem cooling of the order of 30 K, in the reales of enhanced eddy turbulence.
The increased eddy transport also enhances upper mesoepheri¢ atomic oxygen densities, but
less dramatically than for nitric oxide, since atomic oxygen la removed rather rapidly baler
about 95 to 100 Is.
suablY.
Zn this study, we have attempted to use the nmnerical models to study the range of
variability of atomic oxygen end nitric oxide which might be expected to occur as the re•uLt
of four _undamantal processes o_ change affecting the lover and upper thermosphere.
(i) Seasons1 / latitudinal variations.
The affect of global convection and advecrion induced by asymmetric solar isolation near
Solstice cause• a strong latitudinal varlatlon £n the composition of the thermosphere.
Systematic upvalling and outflow near the summer pole. the connecting circulation and
systematic convergence and downwalling towards the winter pole disturb diffu•lve
aquilibriuJm. Tha result is the enhancement of hearty stollc and molecular species, as viewed
at constant pressure level•, in the s_er polar regions, and a complementary enhancement of
light aromlc species near the vlnter polar reglon (again relative to constant pressure
levels). The effects are well-deter=ined empirically, end the seasonal / Latitudinal
variation iS further enhanced by the high latitude heating during periods of high
geom_gnecic activity.
In the stammer polar region, the mean molecular me•• st pro•sure level 12 (F-reglon, around
300 k_) may increase to above 24 / 25 amu (high solar activity, FLO,7 - 185, and for
moderately disturbed geomagnetic conditions, Kp - 3+ - S). The mlnlmum mesa molecular mass
st pressure level 12 (around 280 k=) l• now st hlgh winter mld-latltudes (rather than tn the
winter polar region) but •till has a value close to 17 smu.
Such compositional disturbances are not confined to the F-reglon, and even at 125 k_.
vsrletlons of a factor of 5 in atoml¢ oxygen den•Icy can be generated at high geomagnetlc
activity level•.
For nitric oxide, there Is approximately • 50 _ modulation in number density caused by
seasonal variations.
Solar ActlvLry variations.
The latitude variations obscl-ved at constant pressure LeveLs in atomic oxygen and m0LecuLar
nlcrogen caused by seasonal asyuu=etries of iILu=in:tion and heatln_ are only matgL_aILy
changed by variations of solar acclvtty However. nitric oxide responds quite dra=atLcalLy
The simuiLted variation of a factor of _. as solar FI0.7 cm'fl_x increases from 70 to 240,
is smaller than the ratio reported from SHE observations - a factor of 7 - 8. This
difference is most likely associated wlth smalLec X-fly fl_._es du¢ing the 1986 solar _Lnim_
than during 1074. the previous solar cycle minimum. During 1986, the sunspot number yes
exceptlonally Low.
Geomagnetic Activity Variations.
The rel&tlvaly localised encYgy inputs associated with elevated levels Of geom0gnetic
activity generally decrease atomic oxygen concenEratlons (when observed on constant pressure
levels). In the s_lumet polar Cap, this decrease can be sn order o_ magnitude at F-reglon
altitudes (around 300 tom), and a factor of 5 at E-region altitudes (125 km). Normally.
molecular nitrogen densities are elevated as the atomic oxygen density decreases. NltrLc
oxide generally responds quickly and increases rapidly in response to an increase of auroral
production, varying by more than one order of magnitude from qulet to disturbed geomagnetic
conditions.
Effects of eddy turbulence transport:
Atomic Oxysen.
Increased eddy turbulence causes enhanced downward transport of atomic oxygen fro= the upper
thermosphere into the mesosphere. Where eddy turbulence is enhanced, the mixing recto of
[0] is increased ec all altitudes, nor only in the vicinity of the mesopause and lower
thermosphere.
NitricOzlde.
Nitric Oxide is readily transported downward by enhanced eddy diffusion around and above the
mesopauaa, _nia Imp enhance radiative cooling of the upper mesosphere caused by nitric
oxide, with further signatures in temperature and vlnd distributions.
A comb!harlem of seasonal, solar actlvlty and geomagnetlc variations discussed in thls paper
can cause unusual values or profiles of nlcric oxide or atomic oxygen vlthin the lower
thermosphere and upper aesosphera. Generally, there should be a correlation or
anticorrelatLon between variations of different major end minor constitue,,t, within the
lover thansosphare and upper mesozphara, which say else leave a signature Ln temperature,
densl_-y or wind profiles. We have previously shove that variations In the eddy diffusion
coefficient, can cause a vide range o£ significant correlated composition, t_ermel end wind
changes.
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